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Dear Listener,

Welcome to Dream Catcher, an album that journeys through ten unique 

compositions, ten bewitching stories that lead us away from the constant Rush of 

everyday lives and into a colorful, musical, idyllic experience. Before you dive in, I just 

wanted to take a beat to tell you a little bit about how this CD came to life, and to 

properly introduce you to the creator of the music you are about to hear - the one 

and only Augusta Read Thomas. When I set out to record my debut album, I wanted 

to select a concept and a program that mirrors who I am now, while also setting the 

tone for the type of artist I want to be going forward. When you dedicate your life to 

an instrument as challenging and versatile as the violin, there is no shortage of 

repertoire from which to choose from; and yet, the vast majority of albums out there 

cater to a very specific, restricted niche of composers and their most well-known 

works. This can often give our audience the impression that classical music is 

somehow a stagnant, old-fashioned art-form, when in reality it is a constantly 

evolving organism, driven by thousands of inspiring and innovative creators. As a 

new artist in the industry myself, I feel a certain calling to break this pattern by 

championing and performing works that reflect our present instead of our past, and 

by striving to surprise my audiences with music that they can discover and even 

relate to. This debut album is my first of hopefully many projects that strive to 

achieve this, and it is also my reply to all those people who believe classical music is a 

thing of the past. Earlier I wrote that I would introduce you to the true protagonist of 

this album, the composer of the works you will hear; but in reality, Augusta needs 

absolutely no introduction. This booklet is too short for me to list all of her 

accomplishments and qualities, but I will say this: it is exceptionally rare to cross 

paths with someone who is as dedicated, passionate, humble, and kind as Augusta, 

all while being as successful as she is.  I truly have never encountered anyone so 

devoted to music, nor have I ever seen someone willing to work as hard as she does 

every single day in service of her art-form and her community. I met Augusta by total 

surprise about five years ago in Chicago, where I was performing a recital that 

included her “Capricious Toccata: Dandelion Sky”. It was the first time that I had had 
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Described as a conductor of “great intensity, without distancing, maneuvering, 

without indifference” (Neuemuzikzeitung), Zimbabwean-born Vimbayi Kaziboni is 

widely sought-after for his depth of approach and his interpretive imagination and 

expressivity. He has led many critically lauded performances with orchestras across 

the globe performing at some of the most prestigious concert halls in the world, 

including Carnegie Hall, Walt Disney Hall, Lincoln Center, Royal Concertgebouw, 

Berlin Philharmonie, Elbphilharmonie, Cologne Philharmonic, Tonhalle Düsseldorf, 

Wiener Konzerthaus, Royal Festival Hall and Queen Elizabeth Hall at Southbank 

Centre, Philharmonie de Paris, and the Sala São Paulo.
“A conductor who clearly knows his way around an avant-garde score” (The Times - 

London), critics have hailed Kaziboni among the foremost interpreters of modern 

classical music of his generation. He has led premieres of hundreds of new works, 

and has worked with many of today’s leading composers such as Helmut 

Lachenmann, Steve Reich, George Benjamin, Augusta Read Thomas, George Lewis, 

Liza Lim, Heiner Goebbels, Felipe Lara, Morten Lauridsen, Dai Fujikura, Rebecca 

Saunders, Matthias Pintscher, Olga Neuwirth, Nicolaus A. Huber, Jacob TV, among 

many others. Kaziboni has had a long association with two of the foremost 

orchestras of contemporary music in Europe: Ensemble Modern and Ensemble 

Intercontemporain, where he served as assistant conductor at the beginning of his 

career and now prolifically collaborates with as conductor and curator.
Collaborators have also included the Los Angeles Philharmonic, San Francisco 

Symphony, Junge Deutsche Philharmonie, Omaha Symphony, London Sinfonietta, 

Ensemble Contrechamps, International Contempo-rary Ensemble, Grossman 

Ensemble, Hamburg Camerata, Dream Unfinished, Omnibus Ensemble, Martha 

Graham Dance Company, among many others.
Kaziboni is a professor of orchestral studies and contemporary music at Boston 

Conservatory at Berklee, artist-in-residence with the International Contemporary 

Ensemble, music director of the Composers Conference at Brandeis University, 

artistic advisor of the Boston Lyric Opera, and a fellow at the Hermitage Artist 

Retreat. A former Fulbright Fellow, Kaziboni holds degrees from the University of 

Southern California and the Frankfurt University of Music and Performing Arts.
www.vimbayikaziboni.com
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BBC National Orchestra of Wales

For over 90 years, BBC National Orchestra of Wales has played an integral part in 

the cultural landscape of Wales, occupying a distinctive role as both broadcast 

and national symphony orchestra. Part of BBC Wales and supported by the Arts 

Council of Wales, it performs a busy schedule of live concerts throughout Wales, 

the rest of the UK and the world. The orchestra is an ambassador of Welsh music 

and champions contemporary composers and musicians.

The orchestra performs annually at the BBC Proms and biennially at the BBC 

Cardiff Singer of the World competition, and its concerts can be heard regularly 

across the BBC: on Radio 3, Radio Wales and Radio Cymru.

BBC NOW works closely with schools and music organisations throughout 

Wales and regularly undertakes workshops, side-by-side performances and 

young composer initiatives to inspire and encourage the next generation of 

performers, composers and arts leaders.

www.bbc.co.uk/bbcnow
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the opportunity to discuss a piece of music with the actual composer, and I became 

absolutely fascinated with the world of possibilities that such a dialogue can lead to. 

I instantly started to study other works of hers, and began programming them in 

several of my recitals throughout the years. The more I performed these pieces and 

became familiar with Augusta’s compositional style, the more I felt myself wanting 

to create something tangible and long-lasting with these works. And thus, at the 

beginning of the global pandemic a few years ago, the idea for this CD was born. This 

album features Augusta’s complete works for solo violin, as well as the world 

premier recording of her Violin Concerto n. 3 “Juggler in Paradise”. Each and every 

piece has a different character and tells its own story, and these seemingly 

unrelated, abstract pieces of a puzzle come together during the course of the album 

to create a dream-like journey. Augusta herself illustrates this concept perfectly 

when she describes her process of composition as “living inside of a poem.” She 

says, “I think of myself, and have been described as, a poet-composer. I sculpt my 

music akin to how poets create, refine, and polish their works. Poetry can give 

language to the ineffable: likewise, music is akin to an infinite alphabet.” Before I 

leave you to experience this collection of poems, I would first like to express my 

infinite gratitude to all the people who made this dream of mine come true. First 

and foremost, I want to thank Gusty from the bottom of my heart for allowing me to 

perform and interpret her music, and for being such an inspiration to me. Another 

big thank you goes to Chris Willis, our four-time Grammy-winning sound engineer, 

for believing in this project and for his unwavering patience throughout the whole 

process. To conductor Vimbayi Kaziboni and the BBC NOW orchestra for their 

incredible talent and superb work ethic: thank you for discovering this dazzling 

concerto with me and for making it come to life in the studio. And of course, my 

deepest thanks to the whole team at Nimbus Records and the Trustees of the 

Nimbus Foundation without whom none of this would have been possible.

On behalf of all of us, happy listening!

Clarissa



Dream Catcher

The present release in this ongoing recorded survey of the works of Augusta 

Read Thomas stands somewhat apart from the previous volumes. To begin with, 

it concentrates entirely on Thomas's works for solo violin, with or without 

orchestra over a span of 21 years, from 1995's Incantation to three works all from 

2016. Another departure from the previous volumes is that the present album's 

originator is the performer. In devising the programme recorded here, Clarissa 

Bevilacqua steps into the limelight in this, her debut album, as a musician of 

quite spectacular musicality, technical mastery and artistic vision that might be 

more plausibly ascribed to far more seasoned figures than her 21 years of age 

might initially suggest. With a release of this calibre, one can safely predict for Ms. 

Bevilacqua that the sky is the limit.

The major work here is Juggler in Paradise (2008), the most recent and the most 

expansive of Thomas' 3 violin concertos. Unlike the previous concertos, which 

were for chamber forces, this one requires a very large orchestra, deployed with 

all of Thomas' customary virtuosity and vivid sense of colour as it paints the 

kaleidoscopic canvas this densely-packed 18-minute single movement inhabits. 

But at no point is the listener left under the impression that the solo violin is not 

the protagonist throughout. The work opens with the violin slowly stirring itself 

awake into sunlight, the orchestra gradually resonating more and more of the 

soloist's individual notes as darkness dissipates and the listener finds itself in one 

of Thomas' most vividly translucent soundscapes. Before long, the music grows 

ever more animated as Thomas' now-familiar hocketing rhythms infiltrate the 

proceedings, and in short order the violin begins its airborne juggling act, 

locking horns with the orchestra in restless back-and-forth dialogue. The music 

continually gains energy and density, its acrobatics surmounting obstacles with 

boundless ease, until it finally boils over into a frenetic 'break' from the 

Augusta Read Thomas’ music is nuanced, majestic, elegant, capricious, & 

colorful – “it is boldly considered music that celebrates the sound of instruments 

and reaffirms the vitality of orchestral music.” (Philadelphia Inquirer)

Her music was featured on a Grammy winning CD, her impressive catalogue of 

works embody unbridled passion and fierce poetry.

The New Yorker called her "a true virtuoso composer." Critic Edward Reichel 

wrote, "Thomas has secured for herself a permanent place in the pantheon of 

American composers of the 20th and 21st centuries. She is without question one 

of the best and most important composers that this country has today. Her 

music has substance, depth, and a sense of purpose. She has a lot to say and 

knows how to say it —and in a way that is intelligent yet appealing and 

sophisticated.”

Thomas is one of the most active composers in the world, with commissions, 

performances, recordings, awards, and honors, but she is also a long-standing, 

exemplary citizen of the profession at large with an extensive and deeply 

committed history as a generous colleague in the profession.

www.augustareadthomas.com
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Violinist Clarissa Bevilacqua is known to enchant audiences with her dazzling 

technical skills and deeply inspiring musicality. Music director and conductor 

Terry Lowry says she possesses that “rare star quality that is difficult to describe, 

but impossible to miss.”

Clarissa debuted at the Pritzker Pavilion in Chicago in front of ten thousand 

people when she was nine years old. She has performed solo recitals and 

concerto engagements at venues throughout North America and Europe.

Winner of several international competitions, she was awarded First Prize, 

Audience Award and Special Bärenreiter Award at the International Mozart 

Competition Salzburg. She was also awarded the Grand Prize at the Cape 

Symphony International Violin Competition. She is an Affiliate Artist of the 

Guarneri Hall Program in Chicago.

An avid and enthusiastic learner, Clarissa received her Bachelor of Music at age 

sixteen, graduating summa cum laude. Following, she completed her Master of 

Music in Violin Performance at the Universität Mozarteum Salzburg with Pierre 

Amoyal. She is currently studying with Antje Weithaas at the Hochschule für 

Musik "Hanns Eisler" in Berlin.

Passionate about historic violins, at age fourteen Clarissa was selected as the 

youngest violinist to perform regularly with the Stradivari collection of the Violin 

Museum in Cremona. She now performs on a violin by Zosimo Bergonzi, 

Cremona c.1748, courtesy of Guarneri Hall NFP and Darnton & Hersh Fine Violins, 

Chicago.

www.clarissabevilacqua.com 

orchestra's bongo drums. All at once, clamour ceases, and the violin 

emphatically reasserts its presence as massive chords slowly build and dissolve 

across the orchestra, all momentum gone and overtaken by a timeless breadth 

suggestive of fathomless vistas. From here on, the violin dominates in unbroken 

chameleonic soliloquy, now hieratic, now playful, now meditative, but always 

sovereign, with constant bell-like resonances from the orchestra keeping the 

heavens agleam. With one last bold flourish, the violin finally holds a high B aloft, 

with glockenspiel, crotales and several triangles from the orchestral percussion 

flinging it into the firmament in one last starburst before the vibrations glitter 

away into silence.

The remaining works collected here constitute the entirety of Thomas' output for 

solo violin to date, and it makes sense to cover them in chronological order.

The earliest work here, the understatedly elegiac Incantation (1995), dates from 

Thomas' tenure as professor at the Eastman School of Music, and it traces an arc 

both calm in its progress and unforced in its eloquence. Written for the violinist 

Catherine Tait, it was premiered by her shortly before her premature death from 

cancer, and one might well sense an awareness of the transience of all things in 

its lyricism.

Pulsar (2003) was commissioned by the BBC and the Royal Philharmonic 

Society, and it was premiered in London's Wigmore Hall by Ilya Gringolts. Its 

rhetoric is tougher, more intransigent, with a focused sense of forward 

movement that already seems to point forward to Juggler in Paradise, at least to 

these ears. Only near the end does the music relax its tight grip, and calm 

descends once more.

Written for Rachel Barton Pine, the fanfaresque Rush (2004) is the most 

concentrated of all the works found here. "I was thinking of coffee rush and 
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sugar rush images when I composed this work", said Thomas, and there is 

something unmistakably caffeinated about the energy and intensity that 

invests this taut miniature.

Caprice (2005) is a wider-ranging, more free-wheeling work, but it is informed by 

a similar level of intensity as it reaches its climactic conclusion.

The comparatively expansive Dream Catcher (2008), from which this album 

takes its title, is intimately linked with Juggler in Paradise, as it is essentially the 

opening and closing sections of that work shorn of its large orchestra. Without 

the concerto's additional forces to alternately resonate, cosset and goad the 

soloist into its expanded soundworld, the violin's near-improvisatory lines here 

feel freer and more leisurely still. Paradoxically, its overall trajectory now registers 

with an enhanced immediacy for being singled out in lone, stark relief.

Capricious Toccata (2015) packs much in its taut 5-minute frame. The sense of 

forward motion present in some of the earlier miniatures is less insistent, less 

single-minded, and it is now informed with a playfulness, a sense of capriccio 

that allows the music to occasionally digress without every lapsing into 

diffuseness.

Rhea Enchanted and Venus Enchanted (both from 2016) first appeared in this 

recording series in their versions for cello, and they are heard here in their original 

guise for violin. Both are meditations on deities of Greek / Roman mythology, but 

while they share a similar sense of exploration in their basic character, they are 

ultimately both stand-alone works. The former work's calm, outer panels enclose 

a nervier scherzo while the latter is looser, less obviously sectional in its journey 

while its mood is more consistently intense.

While these two works were transcribed for cello and viola from their violin 

originals, Rainbow Bridge to Paradise (2016) reverses matters having originated 

for cello and heard here in its violin transcription. In many ways, it is the simplest 

of all the works heard here, with the image of a journey from earth to heaven by 

way of a colourful bridge rendered in sound as a slow, unhurried ascent across 

the violin's entire range f rom its sonorous low G to the incorporeally 

stratospheric harmonics at the end. It is music of seraphic tranquillity, music that 

conveys the illusion of having all the time in the world and beyond, and all 

contained within the space of just four minutes.

Paul Pellay, August 2022
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technical skills and deeply inspiring musicality. Music director and conductor 

Terry Lowry says she possesses that “rare star quality that is difficult to describe, 
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The present release in this ongoing recorded survey of the works of Augusta 

Read Thomas stands somewhat apart from the previous volumes. To begin with, 

it concentrates entirely on Thomas's works for solo violin, with or without 

orchestra over a span of 21 years, from 1995's Incantation to three works all from 

2016. Another departure from the previous volumes is that the present album's 

originator is the performer. In devising the programme recorded here, Clarissa 

Bevilacqua steps into the limelight in this, her debut album, as a musician of 

quite spectacular musicality, technical mastery and artistic vision that might be 

more plausibly ascribed to far more seasoned figures than her 21 years of age 

might initially suggest. With a release of this calibre, one can safely predict for Ms. 

Bevilacqua that the sky is the limit.

The major work here is Juggler in Paradise (2008), the most recent and the most 

expansive of Thomas' 3 violin concertos. Unlike the previous concertos, which 

were for chamber forces, this one requires a very large orchestra, deployed with 

all of Thomas' customary virtuosity and vivid sense of colour as it paints the 

kaleidoscopic canvas this densely-packed 18-minute single movement inhabits. 

But at no point is the listener left under the impression that the solo violin is not 

the protagonist throughout. The work opens with the violin slowly stirring itself 

awake into sunlight, the orchestra gradually resonating more and more of the 

soloist's individual notes as darkness dissipates and the listener finds itself in one 

of Thomas' most vividly translucent soundscapes. Before long, the music grows 

ever more animated as Thomas' now-familiar hocketing rhythms infiltrate the 

proceedings, and in short order the violin begins its airborne juggling act, 

locking horns with the orchestra in restless back-and-forth dialogue. The music 

continually gains energy and density, its acrobatics surmounting obstacles with 

boundless ease, until it finally boils over into a frenetic 'break' from the 

Augusta Read Thomas’ music is nuanced, majestic, elegant, capricious, & 

colorful – “it is boldly considered music that celebrates the sound of instruments 

and reaffirms the vitality of orchestral music.” (Philadelphia Inquirer)

Her music was featured on a Grammy winning CD, her impressive catalogue of 

works embody unbridled passion and fierce poetry.

The New Yorker called her "a true virtuoso composer." Critic Edward Reichel 

wrote, "Thomas has secured for herself a permanent place in the pantheon of 

American composers of the 20th and 21st centuries. She is without question one 

of the best and most important composers that this country has today. Her 
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the opportunity to discuss a piece of music with the actual composer, and I became 

absolutely fascinated with the world of possibilities that such a dialogue can lead to. 

I instantly started to study other works of hers, and began programming them in 

several of my recitals throughout the years. The more I performed these pieces and 

became familiar with Augusta’s compositional style, the more I felt myself wanting 

to create something tangible and long-lasting with these works. And thus, at the 
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album features Augusta’s complete works for solo violin, as well as the world 

premier recording of her Violin Concerto n. 3 “Juggler in Paradise”. Each and every 

piece has a different character and tells its own story, and these seemingly 

unrelated, abstract pieces of a puzzle come together during the course of the album 

to create a dream-like journey. Augusta herself illustrates this concept perfectly 

when she describes her process of composition as “living inside of a poem.” She 

says, “I think of myself, and have been described as, a poet-composer. I sculpt my 

music akin to how poets create, refine, and polish their works. Poetry can give 

language to the ineffable: likewise, music is akin to an infinite alphabet.” Before I 

leave you to experience this collection of poems, I would first like to express my 

infinite gratitude to all the people who made this dream of mine come true. First 

and foremost, I want to thank Gusty from the bottom of my heart for allowing me to 

perform and interpret her music, and for being such an inspiration to me. Another 

big thank you goes to Chris Willis, our four-time Grammy-winning sound engineer, 

for believing in this project and for his unwavering patience throughout the whole 

process. To conductor Vimbayi Kaziboni and the BBC NOW orchestra for their 

incredible talent and superb work ethic: thank you for discovering this dazzling 

concerto with me and for making it come to life in the studio. And of course, my 

deepest thanks to the whole team at Nimbus Records and the Trustees of the 

Nimbus Foundation without whom none of this would have been possible.

On behalf of all of us, happy listening!
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Welcome to Dream Catcher, an album that journeys through ten unique 

compositions, ten bewitching stories that lead us away from the constant Rush of 

everyday lives and into a colorful, musical, idyllic experience. Before you dive in, I just 

wanted to take a beat to tell you a little bit about how this CD came to life, and to 

properly introduce you to the creator of the music you are about to hear - the one 

and only Augusta Read Thomas. When I set out to record my debut album, I wanted 

to select a concept and a program that mirrors who I am now, while also setting the 

tone for the type of artist I want to be going forward. When you dedicate your life to 

an instrument as challenging and versatile as the violin, there is no shortage of 

repertoire from which to choose from; and yet, the vast majority of albums out there 

cater to a very specific, restricted niche of composers and their most well-known 

works. This can often give our audience the impression that classical music is 

somehow a stagnant, old-fashioned art-form, when in reality it is a constantly 

evolving organism, driven by thousands of inspiring and innovative creators. As a 

new artist in the industry myself, I feel a certain calling to break this pattern by 

championing and performing works that reflect our present instead of our past, and 

by striving to surprise my audiences with music that they can discover and even 

relate to. This debut album is my first of hopefully many projects that strive to 

achieve this, and it is also my reply to all those people who believe classical music is a 

thing of the past. Earlier I wrote that I would introduce you to the true protagonist of 

this album, the composer of the works you will hear; but in reality, Augusta needs 

absolutely no introduction. This booklet is too short for me to list all of her 

accomplishments and qualities, but I will say this: it is exceptionally rare to cross 

paths with someone who is as dedicated, passionate, humble, and kind as Augusta, 

all while being as successful as she is.  I truly have never encountered anyone so 

devoted to music, nor have I ever seen someone willing to work as hard as she does 

every single day in service of her art-form and her community. I met Augusta by total 

surprise about five years ago in Chicago, where I was performing a recital that 

included her “Capricious Toccata: Dandelion Sky”. It was the first time that I had had 

4

Described as a conductor of “great intensity, without distancing, maneuvering, 

without indifference” (Neuemuzikzeitung), Zimbabwean-born Vimbayi Kaziboni is 

widely sought-after for his depth of approach and his interpretive imagination and 

expressivity. He has led many critically lauded performances with orchestras across 

the globe performing at some of the most prestigious concert halls in the world, 

including Carnegie Hall, Walt Disney Hall, Lincoln Center, Royal Concertgebouw, 

Berlin Philharmonie, Elbphilharmonie, Cologne Philharmonic, Tonhalle Düsseldorf, 

Wiener Konzerthaus, Royal Festival Hall and Queen Elizabeth Hall at Southbank 

Centre, Philharmonie de Paris, and the Sala São Paulo.
“A conductor who clearly knows his way around an avant-garde score” (The Times - 

London), critics have hailed Kaziboni among the foremost interpreters of modern 

classical music of his generation. He has led premieres of hundreds of new works, 

and has worked with many of today’s leading composers such as Helmut 

Lachenmann, Steve Reich, George Benjamin, Augusta Read Thomas, George Lewis, 

Liza Lim, Heiner Goebbels, Felipe Lara, Morten Lauridsen, Dai Fujikura, Rebecca 

Saunders, Matthias Pintscher, Olga Neuwirth, Nicolaus A. Huber, Jacob TV, among 

many others. Kaziboni has had a long association with two of the foremost 

orchestras of contemporary music in Europe: Ensemble Modern and Ensemble 

Intercontemporain, where he served as assistant conductor at the beginning of his 

career and now prolifically collaborates with as conductor and curator.
Collaborators have also included the Los Angeles Philharmonic, San Francisco 

Symphony, Junge Deutsche Philharmonie, Omaha Symphony, London Sinfonietta, 

Ensemble Contrechamps, International Contempo-rary Ensemble, Grossman 

Ensemble, Hamburg Camerata, Dream Unfinished, Omnibus Ensemble, Martha 

Graham Dance Company, among many others.
Kaziboni is a professor of orchestral studies and contemporary music at Boston 

Conservatory at Berklee, artist-in-residence with the International Contemporary 

Ensemble, music director of the Composers Conference at Brandeis University, 

artistic advisor of the Boston Lyric Opera, and a fellow at the Hermitage Artist 

Retreat. A former Fulbright Fellow, Kaziboni holds degrees from the University of 

Southern California and the Frankfurt University of Music and Performing Arts.
www.vimbayikaziboni.com
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AUGUSTA

READTHOMAS

Rush (02:18)

Rhea Enchanted (05:56)

Caprice (03:49)

Capricious Toccata: “Dandelion Sky” (05:10)

Dream Catcher (06:21)

Incantation (05:14)

Pulsar (05:33)

Venus Enchanted (06:32)

Rainbow Bridge to Paradise (04:17)

COMPLETEWORKSFORSOLOVIOLIN

2

Total timing: 63:00

Violin Concerto No. 3 “Juggler in Paradise” (17:51) *

Spacious and elegant; rubato    (02.04)

Majestic, but also playful and vivacious   (02.58)

Playful, spry, jazzy    (02.05)

Romp    (04.15)

Spacious    (03.18)

Dreamy and floating (03.11)
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Works for solo violin *

University of Chicago

Reva and David Logan Center

for the Arts

On 1 / 2 September, 2021

Violin Concerto No. 3

Wales Millennium Centre

BBC Hoddinott Hall

On 25 April, 2022

A HEARTFELT THANK YOU to:

Stefan Hersh and Guarneri Hall

www.guarnerihall.org

the GH team

Mike Grittani | Grittani Creative LTD

Christopher L. Willis

for all their support
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